The Squids® 3132 Barcode Scanner Lanyard Harness keeps barcode scanners secure and accessible during warehouse and distribution work. With its ambidextrous design, the industrial-grade harness maintains a comfortable fit for both right- and left-handed workers while keeping scanners ready for use. Two small loop attachments connect to captive holes built into the scanners, allowing them to hang comfortably on the hip when not in use and preventing damage or injury caused by drops.

**Features**

- **INDUSTRIAL GRADE** – Heavy-duty materials designed for harshest warehouse and distribution center environments
- **AMBIDEXTROUS DESIGN** – Can easily be reconfigured for right- and left-handed workers
- **QUICK, SECURE ACCESS** – Prevents drops, keeps barcode scanners close and ready
- **COMFORTABLE** – Webbing straps and buckles curve to worker’s body for easy adjustment and long-lasting comfort
- **TWO LOOP ATTACHMENTS** – Connect to small captive holes built into cordless scanner for secure tethering to lanyard harness
- **FITS MOST STANDARD JOBSITE SCANNERS** – Barcode Scanner, QR scanner, UPC scanner, Product Scanner, Inventory Scanner, etc.
- **TWO ADJUSTABLE SIZES** – Available in small and large
- **REPLACEMENT LOOPS SOLD SEPARATELY** – Squids® 3133 Barcode Scanner Harness Loop Attachments (10-pack) eliminate the need to switch out the loop attachment on every exchange
- **WASHABLE** – Hand wash and dry with mild soap and water

**Application**

- Warehouses
- Distribution Centers

---

**ITEM # | COLOR | SIZE**
---
19163 | Black | S
19164 | Black | L

---

GET FULL PRODUCT INFO, IMAGES, VIDEOS AND MORE AT ERGODYNE.COM
The Squids® 3133 Barcode Scanner Lanyard Loop Attachment Replacements (10-Pack) are designed to work with the Squids® 3132 Barcode Scanner Lanyard Harness. These replacement loop attachments enable quick interchange for those who frequently use multiple cordless scanners while others are recharging, eliminating the need to switch out the loop attachment on every exchange.

**Features**

- **INCLUDES TEN LOOP ATTACHMENTS** – Connect to small captive holes built into cordless scanners, eliminates need to switch out loop attachments on every exchange
- **INDUSTRIAL GRADE** – Heavy-duty materials designed for harshest warehouse and distribution center environments
- **QUICK, SECURE ACCESS** – Prevents drops, keeps barcode scanners close and ready
- **MODULAR BUCKLES** – Connects to small modular female buckle for quick interchanging
- **FITS MOST STANDARD JOBSITE SCANNERS** – Barcode Scanner, QR scanner, UPC scanner, Product Scanner, Inventory Scanner, etc.
- **LANYARD HARNESS SOLD SEPARATELY** – Squids® 3132 Barcode Scanner Lanyard Harness
- **WASHABLE** – Hand wash and dry with mild soap and water

**Application**

- Warehouses
- Distribution Centers

---

**GET FULL PRODUCT INFO, IMAGES, VIDEOS AND MORE AT ERGODYNE.COM**